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We love data
Premium Microsoft Partner with over 20 years of 
experience in analytics & business intelligence

Based in the GTA & service clients worldwide

Award winning Microsoft Partner with 75+ 
Employees 
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Thank you for attending our training

Data Modernization Assessment
DSI will perform a free one-week assessment of your 
database and applications to develop a plan for 
migrating on-premises VMs and SQL Server databases 
into a combination of IaaS and PaaS services in Azure. 
This assessment will reveal any feature parity and 
compatibility issues between your SQL Server 2008 R2 
databases and the managed database offerings in 
Azure.

dstrat.com/datamod

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Azure migration center is the single place for all things Azure migration – azure.com/migrationAMC curates the recommended guidance, tools, and partners for successful migrations.You can learn at your own pace on the Azure migration journey – and provides the jumping point in the recommend how-to content with in Azure docs.Call out the pages for WS & SQL On the migration centerAdditionally we’ve launched the Azure migration webinar series – which is featured on the migration center home. You’ll see this expand going forward as we develop the ongoing migration series.We understand how challenging and intimidating it can be to transition your business-critical investments to the cloud. Our goal is to ensure you feel confident when migrating, know your options, and ultimately set up your business for low-friction Azure adoption.  To that end, we’re making some key investments: Azure migration center provides prescriptive “how to” guidance and technical resources customized by customer scenario and workload.  Azure provides rich choice of first-party and third-party assessment and migration tools to help customers meet varied workload migration requirements.  Land ISV partners.     FastTrack for Azure provides direct assistance from Azure engineers, working together with partners, to help customers deploy Azure solutions quickly and confidently.   Azure has a highly skilled ecosystem that can help customers plan and execute cloud migration initiatives and manage their Azure environments on an on-going basis.  Land top SI and MSP partners.  Azure helps customers keep themselves up-to-date on their cloud skills with a wealth of learning resources, ranging from self-paced online courses, hands-on experiences, and certifications.

https://www.dstrat.com/datamod/
https://www.dstrat.com/dmiad-survey/


Digital Feedback Loop

& AIData

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The ecosystem in which we operate is connected by the Intelligent Cloud. And now, we can put compute power at the places it matters most…which we call the Intelligent Edge.  This combination of localized compute with a connective and responsive cloud is making it possible to do things that were simply never possible before. Flowing across and through the ecosystem in which an organization operates is a constant stream of data….  It’s this sum of data – that if captured and harnessed, with applied intelligence… enables better decisions and transformative processes…so we can do things differently…to create new experiences, new ways of working…new outcomes.  These new outputs, create new data itself…which can help us learn more, to help us refine things further…and so on.  In fact, we see that the future growth across all industries, and the business models of the organizations within them, will be driven in large part by applying this new breed of digital technologies to more intelligently engage customers, transform products and services, optimize operations and empower employees.We call this the digital feedback loop.   And it is how we help organizations unlock new value. So, I would summarize our strategy simply as “Enable the Digital Transformation of our Customers by harnessing all the Data available to them in their ecosystem and applying intelligence on that data to Innovate and create differentiated value”



Optimize 
Cost

Mitigate 
Risk

Enable 
Innovation

9

Platform-as-a-Service Machine Learning based, 
continuous performance optimization lowers costs 
significantly

Lowest TCO driven by pay-for-what-you-use, 
automated admin, HA/DR built-in, maximum 
efficiency with latest HW and SW

Leverage Cloud+Data+AI to unlock 
your digital transformation scenarios

Dynamic scale, Global scale by default; 
accelerate speed to market and create 
new business models 

Versionless, Managed platform 
freeing yourself from patching, 
upgrade, and EOS cycles forever

Automated, Modern security 
capabilities such as Advanced Threat 
Protection built-into the service

Why migrate – a customer perspective

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we engage with customers across all industries and around the world, we have seen 3 types of reasons and drivers that motivate them to Modernize their Data Estate:We have already talked about how Data is the fuel behind every Digital Transformation initiative. It is hard, if not impossible, to unlock all the digital scenarios a company aspires to pursue if the data is constrained by a legacy platform. Capabilities which are critical for companies to succeed in the modern world. such as speed to market, digital customer experiences, and innovative business models all require the leverage of Cloud + Data + AI.  This starts with your data being managed on a Modern platform.When you consider the explosion in Volume, Variety, and Velocity of data in every company’s ecosystem, the growing adoption of regulations such as GDPR, along with the constant innovation by the bad guys in devising new types of security threats – it is clear that every company needs the capability to manage these modern risks at scale. Migrating your data to the cloud provides this capability in ways that cannot be done on-premises.Finally, the pay-for-what-you-use model, versionless data platforms, consistent code base between cloud and on-prem, and machine-learning-based continuous performance optimization provided by the Azure Data platform all add up to significant cost savings and lower TCO for customers. This is one of the most common drivers for customers to migrate as they want to get out of the administration business and leverage their tremendous assets in people to tackle the innovation projects enabled by this migration.First circle stress getting access to tools and compute power not available to most customersSecond circle get off the upgrade cycle. Use specialaized AI and advanced compute to mitigate riskServerless, pay as you go.



Digital transformation is an economic imperative

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Companies are being forced to transform themselves. Those that make the transformation survive.Let me ask you a question. How many purchases did you make at Amazon (Alibaba) in the last month? And how many at a brick and mortar retailer? When you were walking to that brick and mortar retailer, how many businesses did you notice that were closed, or had been replaced by someone new?Digital Transformation is an economic imperative.Music services like Spotify have replaced the records stores of yore. Even those that still love vinyl are much more likely to shop for their LPs online.  Movies? Netflix replaced the local Blockbuster, and you’re much more likely to stream your favorite action movie than wait for a DVD to be delivered.To stand in front of you today, I reserved and paid for my flight and hotel online. At the airport, I used an app to order an Uber, which brought me to the hotel. The concierge handed me a package; the new phone charger I ordered in Seattle for delivery here. I have a reservation for dinner this evening I made using OpenTable.The business I frequent have all embraced digital. I’d bet it the same for most of you.



Cloud migration is a key 
first step in your 
transformation journey



1The Total Economic Impact™ Of Microsoft Azure Platform-As-A Service, Forrester 
Consulting, June 2016

2Source: Keystone Strategy interviews October 2015—March 2016

A transformation strategy drives innovation and growth

Infrastructure
80% reduction in administrative work

Data
New data analysis approaches

Apps
Websites running in minutes

Remove patching, network
setup, firewall configuration

Enable application innovation
—Forrester TEI of Azure1

Remove the need to wait for servers2

Improve app delivery time by 50%1

—Forrester TEI of Azure1

With cloud, we collect data we 
couldn’t before

Make personal connections that 
standout in sea of information

—Anheuser-Busch InBev

Organizations that harness data, the cloud, and AI outperform their peers2

Operating 
margin 2X~ Additional

operating income$100M

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cloud is modernizing ITA Keystone Research survey commissioned by Microsoft showed that organizations that harness the capabilities of cloud, data and AI – vastly outperform their peers in operating margin and income – they can accomplish this by investing in a modern data platform or migrating to the cloudFor example, customer can reduce 80% of administrative tasks, allowing the organization to focus on application innovation, not administrative tasks. The organization used to spend significant time on server patching, networking setup, firewall configuration, and many other server-related tasks now included with Azure PaaS.” Insights from data is of strategic importance. Cloud accelerates advanced data analysis. “By moving to Azure, we get away from managing core infrastructure and instead focus on making innovative services available to the company. “We’ve made a big change in the way we connect with our customers, By using sophisticated data analysis, we are able to make a personal connection that stands out in the vast sea of information that washes over us all every day.” InBev



Migration & modernization
triggers

Security 
threats

Software end 
of support

Compliance

Application 
innovation

Urgent capacity 
needs  

Datacenter 
contracts expiry

Software and 
hardware refresh

Quickly integrate 
acquisitions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What are some of the common triggers that prompt companies to modernize or migrate to the cloud?Why migrate?Situations like end of support, DC lease expiry, acquisition integration signal time-bound deadlines.  App innovation might be tops down driven and needs to be dealt with strategically.   



Why Migrate to Azure?

Unmatched security Unparalleled innovation Unbeatable offers
6.5 trillion threat signals analyzed daily

3,500 security experts
$1 billion per year investment in security

Intelligent capabilities, trained on millions of DBs
Only cloud with evergreen SQL, which never 

needs to be patched or updated
Only fully-managed service for any .NET app

5x less expensive than AWS
Azure Hybrid Benefit

Free Extended Security Updates
Leadership in performance and scale

Built-in hybrid
Operate seamlessly across your datacenter and the cloud
Only cloud provider with end-to-end hybrid infrastructure

2.5M+ hybrid enabled Windows Servers through Windows Admin Center
Most comprehensive backward and forward SQL compatibility with Azure SQL DB Managed Instance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We analyze 6.5 trillion threat signals every day that helps us build solutions likeAzure Security CenterAzure SentinelConfidential computingAzure has innovative destinations that can help you modernize your apps: Azure SQL DB provides most comprehensive forward and backward compatibility.  Azure support SQL 2005 onwards, for example.  And once in Azure, we keep your SQL infra evergreen by patching and updating it on your behalf. Azure App Service is the most productive managed service platform for your .NET apps. With Azure governance, you get the most advanced set of governance capabilities of any major cloud provider. Manage costs by gaining insights into your cloud spend so that you get the most from your cloud investments.90+ compliance offerings, more than any other cloud provider, first party support, fortune 500 companies….Azure is the best plan to run your Windows & SQL.  AWS is 5x as expensive. Feel comfortable that our products are consistent from on-prem to cloud.  And that you’ll be able to run your apps in either location with the same tools and skills. Windows Admin Center with 2.5M+ Windows Server nodes that are hybrid enabled with Azure.  Capabilities like DR (Azure Site Recovery) and backup (Azure Backup) are seamlessly integrated that you can enable them for your environments with a few clicks. And hybrid to us doesn’t just mean run in your data center or in Azure: With the recent announcement of Azure Arc, we’re bringing Azure everywhere. You can now run services like Azure SQL DB in private cloud or in the public cloud of your choice.



Azure Data: common services for all data engines on 
intelligent perf, security, hyperscale with built-in HA

Azure SQL 
Database

Azure SQL 
Data Warehouse

Azure Database 
for PostgreSQL

Azure Database 
for MySQL

Intelligent
Advisors, tuning, 

monitoring

Flexible
Independent scaling of 

compute & storage, 
resource governance

Trusted
HA/DR, backup/restore, 
security, audit, isolation

Database Services Platform 

Azure compute

Azure storage

Azure Database 
for MariaDB

GEO Replication

Globally Available in 54 Regions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The other part about the beauty of our strategy is that we are building a common foundational layer in the form of Azure – which can support any of your database engines of choice. Regardless of whether you prefer open-source, NoSQL, SQL, we have an equivalent cloud based offering. For Example, if you work a lot with on-premises open source databases including PostgreSQL, MySQL, or Maria DB, you can easily move them to the cloud in our fully managed PaaS Services for these databases. Similarly, for NoSQL databases/ non-relational data, we have a cloud based offering called Cosmos DB. Or if you work a lot with SQL, through our Managed Instance offering – you can lift and shift these SQL databases to the cloud with little to no code change, which is a frictionless migration path. Data estate



Migration Options for your SQL Databases

SQL Server on 
premises

Move to PaaS with 
Azure SQL 
Database Managed 
Instance (MI)

Move to IaaS with 
Azure SQL VM

Lift-and-shift to MI for fully managed database 
services.  Your app always runs on evergreen features, 
avoiding manual patching, upgrade, and End of Support

Upgrade to SQL Server 2019 on Azure VMs, or
Move “as-is” with Resource Provider for auto backup, 
patching, etc and get 3 years of Extended Security 
Updates* for free for SQL 2008/R2

Upgrade to SQL Server 2019 and 
Windows Server 2019

Modernize to Azure 

Modernize on premises

Upgrade on 
premises

* ESU worth 75% of license every year for the next three years after EOS

SQL

The best destination for SQL workloads in the cloud

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For customers who experience EoS for SQL 2008/R2, they will have 3 options to upgrade to the latest version of our software to help reduce security risks and continue to get regular security updates. These are: Migrate to Azure SQL database managed instance (SQL Database MI) – PaaS option Migrate to Azure SQL VM “as is” and take advantage of free Extended Security updates (or upgrade to SS 2019) – IaaS optionStay on-premise and upgrade  End of Support offers for SQL Server and Windows Server 2008 and 2008 R2:Extended Security Updates in Azure: Extended Security Updates for Windows Server and SQL Server 2008 and 2008 R2 will be offered on Azure IaaS at no additional charge above the standard pricing for Azure Virtual Machines.For customers that migrate workloads to Azure Virtual Machines, we will offer Security Updates and Bulletins rated “Critical” and “Important” for Windows Server 2008 and 2008 R2, and those rated “Critical” for SQL Server 2008 and 2008 R2. For SQL Server, we recommend customers consider migration to Azure SQL Database Managed Instance. Azure SQL Database Managed Instance is a service in Azure providing near 100% compatibility with SQL Server on-premises. Managed Instance provides built-in HA/DR capabilities plus intelligent performance features and the ability to scale on the fly. Managed Instance also provides a version-less experience that takes away the need for manual security patching and upgrades. 



Managed by Cloud providerManaged by customer

On-premises

Datacenter 
Management

Hardware

O/S provision 
/patching

Database Provision/ 
Patch/Scaling

Virtualization

Data

Applications

High availability 
/DR/Backups

SQL Server 2017

MySQL/PostgreSQL
/MariaDB

Infrastructure
as a Service

Datacenter 
Management

Hardware

Virtualization

O/S

Database Provision/ 
Patch/Scaling

Data

Applications

High availability
/DR/Backups

Azure SQL VMs

Azure Win/Linux 
VMs

Platform
as a Service

Data

Applications

Datacenter
Management

Hardware

Virtualization

O/S

Database Provision/ 
Patch/Scaling

High Availability/ 
DR/Backups

Azure SQL Database
Azure Database for 

MySQL/PostgreSQL/MariaDB

Azure IaaS vs. PaaS

Azure Database Platform 
differentiation

Performance
Management

Threat Detection, 
Risk Management

Performance
Management

Threat Detection, 
Risk Management

Performance
Management

Threat Detection, 
Risk Management

Different Azure Data Services give you 
different levels of control and 
flexibility for your data. 

For a high level of control including 
the ability to pick SQL Server and OS 
version, choose IaaS.

For automated management and 
administration, choose PaaS.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now there are multiple deployment options available to customers. They can modernize on-premises or in the cloud….However, you get better value by modernizing in the cloud: Because in the on-premises world, you are still responsible for taking care of all the tasks in blue – patching, DC management, you’re responsible for the hardware, making backups, etc. All of this needs to done manually, which is a laborious process and there’s cost and risk involved in doing it yourself.  In addition to the hardware and DC costs, the TCO includes the cost of hiring, training, and maintaining sufficient staff to cover these functions.With IaaS, which is the second deployment option (in the cloud) some of that pain goes away, we take care of hardware and datacenter management….but you will still need to take care of all the tasks in dark blue. The final option of moving to a fully managed PaaS service gives you the best value – since we execute all the fundamental tasks including patching, DR, etc – you are only responsible for the apps that you build on top of that. So this approach significantly lowers your upfront costs in purchasing hardware, not to mention the costs involved in hiring and training staff to manually manage all these tasks. And you can scale up or scale down your usage as needed with a single click.But what truly differentiates us in the PaaS space is that typical PaaS data platform solutions still require customers to own the responsibility of optimizing performance and security / risk management. Azure does this for you. We offer machine learning based threat detection and performance optimization (which analyzes every query and self-tunes as needed) that’s fully automated – none of the other cloud providers offer this service.  It’s like having the world’s best DBAs working on all your apps and tuning and protecting them 24x7. This can yield significant savings – when perf optimization is done at the highest level, it can lower CPU usage which directly reduces costs.  



Azure VMs are now discoverable on 
the new Azure SQL blade 

in Azure Marketplace 

Self-installed VMs registered with 
RP now can access automation 

features in 
Azure Marketplace images 

Self-installed VMs with RP 
can be easily converted 

to PAYG images 

Learn more aka.ms/sqlvm_rp and aka.ms/sqlvm_rp_documentation

SQL Resource Provider – Bringing the benefits of Marketplace 
Images to Self-Installed VM Images 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are four customer benefits to registering a self-installation of SQL Server on Azure Virtual Machines with a Resource Provider:1.) Comprehensive feature set – get access to benefits like auto-patching and auto-backup that previously were only available in PAYG and BYOL Azure Marketplace images2.) Dashboard view – manage all SQL VM and SQL DB instances in the new “Azure SQL” blade of the Azure Portal3.) Simple license conversations – convert self-installations to PAYG images for cost flexibility4.) Straightforward compliance – automatically comply with the requirement to let Microsoft know when you are using Azure Hybrid BenefitTo learn more, go to aka.ms/sqlvm_rp (blog post) and aka.ms/sqlvm_rp_documentation (documentation)

http://www.aka.ms/sqlvm_rp
http://www.aka.ms/sqlvm_rp_documentation


Azure SQL Database Managed Instance: The best 
destination for fully-managed SQL in the cloud

Meets mission-critical requirements while costing up to 86% less 
than SQL Server on AWS RDS1

Full parity based on 100% code consistency, 
supporting source version back to SQL 2005

Up to 99.995% availability SLA, industry’s only business continuity SLA

Machine-Learning based, intelligent performance and security on top of PaaS

SQL parity

Best TCO

SQL support

PaaS ++

Eliminates manual patching, upgrades and end of supportEvergreen SQL

1) Price-performance claim based on data from a study commissioned by Microsoft and conducted by GigaOm
in August 2019. Learn more: https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/sql-database/campaign/

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/sql-database/campaign/


The Total Economic Impact of 
Azure SQL Database Managed Instance
Microsoft commissioned Forrester Consulting to conduct a Total Economic Impact™ study to examine 
potential cost savings and business benefits enterprises would achieve from migrating on-premises 
workloads to Azure SQL Database Managed Instance.

$1.8M

40%

Savings from avoided hardware, 
network, storage and ongoing 

maintenance costs

Improvement in 
productivity for 
in-house DBAs

Total Economic Impact™ of 
Azure SQL Database Managed Instance report

20%
Increase in 

productivity for 
IT teams

212% Total ROI
3 years after initial investment & migration to 
Azure SQL Database Managed Instance

6 months or less
Payback post migration

Key report benefits and findings

“ “

https://azure.microsoft.com/resources/forrester-tei-sql-database-managed-instance/


Azure SQL DB
GigaOm Price-Performance Benchmark

October 2019

$290.72

86% LESS

Azure SQL VM
GigaOm Price-Performance Benchmark

December 2019

$59.02

87% LESS
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Mission critical SQL Server performance in Azure 
costs up to 87% less than alternatives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not only does SQL just keep getting better, but it is clear that SQL is best on Azure.In fact, the TPC-E benchmark recently done by GigaOm shows that AWS is 5x more expensive than Azure when running SQL Server workloads.  Azure is the best destination for SQL Server data.  Azure SQL Database is the evergreen, fully-managed and intelligent relational database-as-a service with a strong track record of innovation and reliability for mission critical workloads.  For users wanting full database and operating system control, SQL Server on Azure Virtual Machines is our infrastructure-as-a-service offering with built-in security and manageability. But, in addition to delivering unparalleled innovation, it’s also important to provide the best price-performance. Here, once again, SQL Database comes out on top versus the competition, not only meeting your mission critical requirements, but doing it while costing up to 86% less than the competition. Similarly, per a recent GigaOm report, SQL Server on Azure Virtual Machines is up to 3.4 times faster and costs up to 87% less than the competition, in addition to unique built-in security and manageability.  



Comprehensive security for hybrid environments 
Built-in Azure services

+ Partner solutions 

| |
Advanced threat 

protection
Security posture 

management
Enterprise-wide security 

analytics

Free security
updates

Intel 
SGX

SQL 
Analytics

AI-driven Security 
Information and Event 
Management (SIEM)

Azure 
Sentinel

Azure
Security Center

Unified security 
management 
across hybrid

cloud workloads

Unique database security 
monitoring for your cloud 

SQL

Industry leading 
confidential computing

Extended security for 
Windows Server

and SQL Server 2008/R2 
workloads

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I want to highlight this important component of Azure security: enabling defense in depth and simplifying security management with built-in controls and services as well as integrating partner solutions.  These are the solutions that you can use to get enhanced protection for your Azure workloads quickly.Identity: With the industry leading solution for Identity and access management with Azure Active Directory, you can get greater control over protecting against identity threats. Capabilities like Role based access control, MFA or Identity protection will ensure the right users are getting the appropriate level of access and will help you minimize risks associated with identity thefts or misuse of admin privilegesApp and Data protection: Ensure confidentiality and integrity of data by leveraging multiple encryption options for data at rest in virtual machines, databases and storage. Data encryption controls are built-in to services from virtual machines to storage, SQL, CosmosDB and Azure Data Lake. Azure Key Vault enables you to safeguard and control cryptographic keys and other secrets used by cloud apps and services.Network security: You can establish secure connections to and within Azure using virtual networks, network security groups, VPN, and ExpressRoute. Protect and ensure availability of your apps, protect against network layer threats with services like Web Application Firewall, Azure Firewall and Azure DDoS Protection Threat Protection and Security Management: Finally it is equally important to assess security state continuously, especially as cloud workloads change dynamically.  Azure Security Center will help you monitor security state of Azure resources and hybrid workloads. It will provide a dynamic security score card and recommendations to improve your security in a centralized console making security management easier across different resources.  And you get advanced threat protection across many services like virtual machines, servers, apps, Azure SQL, Storage, containers on VMs – backed by Microsoft Intelligent Graph you are able to detect and respond to threats quickly across these services.  Azure also offers a robust log management system and you can get lot more insights from Log Analytics.Lastly, you can take your trusted security partner to protect resources across hybrid environments.



Compliance: FedRAMP,  HIPAA, PCI, EU Model Clauses, GDPR, UK G-Cloud,  ISO

Access Management 
Network access : SQL Firewall + VNET Service Endpoints
Database access : SQL & AAD Universal Auth + MFA 
Granular permissions : SQL roles, permissions model

Advanced Threat Protection
Information Protection : Data Discovery & Classification 
Vulnerability scanning :  Vulnerability Assessment 
Threat Detection :  Advanced Threat Detection
Centralized dashboard :  ASC Integration & OMS Integration

Data Protection 
Encryption at rest : Transparent Data Encryption 
Encryption in use : Always Encrypted 
App data protection : Row-Level Security and Dynamic Data Masking
Monitoring : Auditing

Layers of security

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How security is built for MS SQL?Our security model is based on layers of security  (info protection, access management and threat protection) that together provide an excellent security coverage. We’ve recently invested more in an additional dimension of the security lifecycle – Security ManagementAimed at enabling visibility into your security state, helping with discovery of sensitive data and managing it in a secure way, and maintaining security and compliance baselines over timeCompliance for government, healthcare, payment, personal, public sector regulations, building on top of the more than 90 compliance certifications of Azure – more than any other cloud! 



software

Azure Hybrid Benefits



© Microsoft Corporation

Azure Hybrid Benefit for SQL Server

Significantly reduce the costs of running SQL IaaS and PaaS 
in Azure

Pay only the ‘base rate’ in Azure on SQL IaaS, SQL DB PaaS, 
and ADF v2 SSIS

Available for SQL Server core licenses only

Customers can use their cores on premise, OR as vCores
in Azure

However, cores can be used on premise and in Azure 
simultaneously for up to 180 days, to allow for migration

Azure only benefit for customers with active SA (or subscriptions) on SQL cores

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Azure Hybrid Benefit for SQL is an Azure benefit for customers with active software assurance (including subscription licensing) on their SQL cores.Customers can use their cores on premise, or as vCores towards eligible Azure data services, detailed on the following slide. By using this benefit, the customer is charged the ‘base rate’ in Azure, which excludes the charges Note this benefit is core only. If customers have server/CAL licensing they will not be able to leverage the Azure Hybrid Benefit and should consider moving to the Core model



Pay less with Azure. AWS is 
5x more expensive.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pay less. AWS is 5X more expensive than Azure for Windows Server and SQL Server.  Unique offers like Azure Hybrid Benefit and Free Extended Security Updates makes this possible. 



Getting started with 
migration



Migration planning and execution
A step by step approach

Migration plan
TCO  |  Target workloads  |  Approach  (e.g., Rehost) |  Timelines

FastTrack for Azure + Specialized migration partners

Assess Migrate Optimize Secure and manage

Azure Migrate   |    Azure Database Migration Service  |    Azure Cost Management  |    Azure Security & Management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Customers are thirsty for prescriptive guidance. They want to understand the Microsoft perspective of a great migration experience.They need guidance around a clear migration plan (scope and timelines, workloads etc.)They need robust migration tools & automation to move their workloads though assess  migrate  optimize  secure & manage stages 



Microsoft
Cloud Adoption
Framework for Azure
Proven guidance from Microsoft
to accelerate cloud adoption journey

http://aka.ms/cloudadoptionframework

Define
strategy

Plan

ReadyAdopt

Govern Manage

Best practice guidance
Leverage a consistent methodology

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Customers are looking for curated, step-by-step guidance from Microsoft experts and specialized migration partners based on proven Cloud Adoption Framework for Azure methodology.Additional info on CAF: The Microsoft Cloud Adoption Framework for Azure is a set of proven documentation, implementation guidance, best practices and tools that aid in aligning the strategy for business, people, and technology to enable the desired business outcomes accelerating the cloud journey. The cloud fundamentally changes how organizations procure and use technology resources, allowing them to provision and consume resources only when needed. While the cloud offers tremendous flexibility in design choices, organizations need a proven and consistent methodology for the adopting cloud technologies. The Microsoft Cloud Adoption Framework for Azure meets that need, helping guide decisions throughout cloud adoption. However, cloud adoption is a means to an end. Successful cloud adoption starts when business and IT leaders realize that the cloud can accelerate a specific business objective. The Cloud Adoption Framework helps customers undertake a simplified cloud journey, in three main stages (Plan, Ready and Adopt) preceded by a business strategy phase, and surrounded by Govern & Manage phase expanding through the cloud adoption journey.  It starts with definition of expected business outcomes and the business justification to move to the cloud. In this phase, customers need to understand their motivations for such move. Then, align an adoption plan to those business outcomes, defining prioritized technology projects, plans to ready the organization and the people. To then, start with that: preparing the organization, reading the individuals, and creating landing zones to implement the prioritized projects. Which all happens and becomes real, in the Adopt phase, Here it’s when implementation of those proposed solutions, projects takes place. Once the first project is deployed, then go back to prioritized set of projects and get going with the second and so on. Along the way, in this process, the proper Cloud Operations practices are in place, Governance and Management are key elements in generating a cycle where constant optimization and change management take place. All these components, part of Cloud Adoption Framework, guide the customer through this journey, helping them control fears, uncertainty and doubts about the cloud.This framework will continue to get richer as we, and you, continue to use it to help our customers in this journey.

http://aka.ms/cloudadoptionframework


Azure Migrate is a hub for migration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a snapshot of the unified interface “Hub“.  It shows how we’re bringing together app, data, and infra migration tools as well as third party tools.  



Source

Assessment
Azure Migrate, 

SSMA, DMA, DEA 

Migration
Azure Database 

Migration Service

Microsoft Azure

Your data journey to Azure

Seamless, end to end solution | Near-zero downtime | Resilient | Migrate at-scale from multiple sources

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 We have also made extensive investments in the Azure Database Migration Service to help customers across all the Azure Database products- homogeneous SQL Server databases to Azure SQL Database, SQL DB MI and  Azure SQLVM.- heterogeneous databases (for instance Oracle) to Azure SQL Database, SQL DB MI and Azure SQL VM. - open source databases, MySQL/PostgreSQL to Azure Database for MySQL and Azure Database for PG. - Extends migrations NoSQL databases, for example, mongo DB to Cosmos DB. With Cassandra coming to preview in April Migrate with near-zero downtime using our online migration scenarios. Using the PowerShell commandlets and Rest APIs, customers can completely automate the migrations to scale.  With Databox integration coming soon, we support hyper-scale migrations as well.



Azure migration center

Enables you to:
Build a business case, find case studies
Identify the right migration strategies
Download Microsoft assessment & migration tools

Connects you to Microsoft experts
Guides you to FastTrack for Azure, Azure Migration 
Program, or sales/partner rep

Azure.com/Migration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Azure migration center is the single place for all things Azure migration – azure.com/migrationAMC curates the recommended guidance, tools, and partners for successful migrations.You can learn at your own pace on the Azure migration journey – and provides the jumping point in the recommend how-to content with in Azure docs.Call out the pages for WS & SQL On the migration centerAdditionally we’ve launched the Azure migration webinar series – which is featured on the migration center home. You’ll see this expand going forward as we develop the ongoing migration series.We understand how challenging and intimidating it can be to transition your business-critical investments to the cloud. Our goal is to ensure you feel confident when migrating, know your options, and ultimately set up your business for low-friction Azure adoption.  To that end, we’re making some key investments: Azure migration center provides prescriptive “how to” guidance and technical resources customized by customer scenario and workload.  Azure provides rich choice of first-party and third-party assessment and migration tools to help customers meet varied workload migration requirements.  Land ISV partners.     FastTrack for Azure provides direct assistance from Azure engineers, working together with partners, to help customers deploy Azure solutions quickly and confidently.   Azure has a highly skilled ecosystem that can help customers plan and execute cloud migration initiatives and manage their Azure environments on an on-going basis.  Land top SI and MSP partners.  Azure helps customers keep themselves up-to-date on their cloud skills with a wealth of learning resources, ranging from self-paced online courses, hands-on experiences, and certifications.

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/migration/


Thank you for joining us.



Resources

https://azure.microsoft.com/campaigns/best-on-azure/

Windows Server and SQL Server are best on Azure

www.azure.com/migrate

Azure Migration Center

http://aka.ms/cloudadoptionframework

Cloud Adoption Framework

https://datamigration.microsoft.com/

Data Migration Guide

https://azure.microsoft.com/campaigns/best-on-azure/
http://www.azure.com/migrate
http://aka.ms/cloudadoptionframework
https:///
https://datamigration.microsoft.com/
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